
AGRICUTURAL SHIELD 

TESTIMONIALS
J.T. of upstate New York wrote to say: “We are in the wine producin-
garea around Niagara Falls.  After installing two of your large cos-
mic pipes we realized a yield increase of our grape production of
almost twenty percent. This happened without adding fertilizer to
the 100 acres of grapevines. We used a small amount of organic
compound in the wells of the cosmic pipes. Thank you for producing
the cosmic pipes.”

From northeast Georgia, near Sparta, S.H. writes; “The small cosmic
pipe has improved the bottom line in our organic truck farm 
operation. We have a little over ten acres under cultivation growing
vegetables for the organic market. It appears that a payoff of the 
cosmic pipe cost will be about three to four years, judging by the increase in harvest.”

In New Zealand, T.L.T has this to say: “As you might understand, I was hesitant to purchase the
four large cosmic pipes that we brought in year before last. The cost of the units plus the shipping
cost was indeed a sizable investment.  We have a dairy operation and grass grubs had
infested our grazing area to such an extent that our grassland acreage was totally inadequate.
Using a homeopathic compound in the well of the cosmic pipe to eradicate the grass grub, we
found in the first year alone an increase of more than 28 percent of grass yield. This is a good
product and I am sure you will receive orders from some of our neighbors.”

G.Y. in the Bighorn Basin area of northwest Wyoming reports back: “Sugarbeets are a big money
crop in this area. I wanted to find a possible solution to control the sugar beet nematode that
would supplement crop rotation and lessen the need for pesticides. In May of 2000 I installed a
large cosmic pipe in a test plot of 50 acres. I placed a small amount of pesticide in the well (about
1/4 cup) and treated the balance of my crop as usual. The beet yield was significantly higher on
the test plot than on neghboring plots. I have done this each year and the results are wonderful.
I plan to put in more units.”

Upstate Pennsylvania dairy farmer D.S. is happy: “Three years ago when I put the cosmic pipe in,
I will admit to being skeptical. Now, after seeing results of increased milk production and higher
butterfat content in our milk, I am happy to say it was the right decision. We are enlarging our
farm and will need a couple of more units to get the protein content up in the rest of our 
hayfields.”
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